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GDP Q1FY22 – IS IT THE BEST?

‘India reports highest ever quarterly GDP growth’, read the headlines in some newspapers. The 
headlines sound very exciting and worth grabbing eyeballs. Overall GDP growth in Q1 FY22 was 
impressive at 20% YoY led by Construction and Manufacturing sectors which grew in excess of 50% 
YoY. There was no sector which reported a negative YoY growth in this quarter. But is the picture 
really so rosy? Has India’s economy broken the shackles and on a tear away growth path? Let’s deep 
dive and find out!

Our analysis involves comparing not just the previous year’s numbers for the same quarter, but 
also comparing the 2 year ago numbers to get a complete picture and understand how the 
situation has shaped up. The base year numbers were marred by a strict lockdown and hence the 
growth numbers are not entirely comparable. Comparing the previous year and the year ago 
numbers will give a complete picture and also demonstrate the gravity of the bounce back. We 
have broken down the GDP by various sectors to assess the individual sector impact and 
interconnectedness and the combined effect it has on the overall GDP.



The sector most obviously impacted is the trade, 
hotels, transport and communication sector 
(-30%). International travel is still in limbo, public 
places like restaurants, shopping malls, cinemas 
are still having COVID restrictions and only fully 
vaccinated people are allowed to travel freely in 
public transport in some states.

There is a modest gain in Electricity, gas, water 
supply & other utility services sector (3%). The 
industry pickup in the current year along with 
the stable domestic household demand has 
led to overall stable performance for this 
sector. 

Construction sector is the next most impacted 
sector (-15%) as labour availability was not at its 
peak and some labourers had moved back to their 
native places given the experience of the 1st wave. 
There was some impact in some select regions 
due to the shortage of oxygen cylinders 
(construction sector also requires oxygen cylinders 
for some applications).  

Agriculture, forestry & fishing was the only 
sector which is meaningfully higher than Q1 
FY20 levels (8%). Last 2 years have been 
extremely good for this sector, with India 
having 2 consecutive years of above average 
rainfall after a gap of 59 years. The reservoir 
levels also increased to healthy proportions 
and we saw record crop produce.

GDP over a 2 year basis (Q1 FY20 to Q1 FY22)

Other sectors of GDP comprising Mining & quarrying, Manufacturing, Finance, Real estate & 
Professional Services and Public Administration, Defence and other services have de-grown over 2-5% 
during this period. 



We have often heard experts say that 
the Indian economy is equipped to 
bounce back from negative shocks. 
This quarter’s numbers are a perfect 
testimony to that hypothesis. The 
sectors that have fallen the most have 
also bounced back the most. Inspite 
of the 2nd wave being prevalent, the 
economy was down just 9% 
compared to pre COVID (Q1 FY20) 
levels. It also silences the critics who 
questioned the ability of the Indian 
economy to recover from such a 
massive shock. The strong YoY growth 
also essentially means the negative 
economic impact of the 2nd wave was 
far lower as compared to the 1st wave.

Furthermore, economic indicators indicate that July ‘21 
and August ‘21 have shown further improvement and 
the economy is on its recovery path. 
The Nomura India Business Resumption Index which 
analyses ultra high-frequency data like E-way bills, 
railway freight, auto sales, merchandise trade is 
indicating an upward trend post June ‘21. 
The bounce rate data published by RBI also points to an 
improvement from June ‘21. Lower bounce rate 
indicates that more borrowers are honouring their auto 
debit payments, an indication of the improving health 
of the economy.
India’s Manufacturing PMI saw a rebound from 48.1 in 
June ’21 to 55.3 and 52.3 in July ’21 and August ’21. India 
Services PMI stood at a one and a half year high of 56.7 
in August ’21. 

Conclusion
The Indian economy has seen a lot of ups and downs in the post COVID world and is finally 
resurrecting itself from the turmoil. India has done very well to navigate through the tough 
situation and is on course for a good recovery. Inspite of the current quarter being a COVID hit 
quarter, we are not far away from pre-COVID levels. Also, the Indian economy was quick to make 
adjustments post the 1st wave and significantly douse the impact of the 2nd wave. Incoming data 
post June ’21 is quite heartening and suggests that we are above pre-COVID levels and on course 
for strong Q2 GDP. Vaccination is progressing well with 41% of the population having got atleast 1 
dose and 13% of the population fully vaccinated. While there are looming concerns on the 3rd 
wave, the rising vaccination penetration and the positive 2nd wave experience means that our 
economy should be able to ride this one out!
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Q1 FY22 PERFORMANCE REVIEW

Nifty Sales grew 50% YoY; up 6.5% on a 2 year basis (pre COVID levels)

Nifty EBITDA grew 41% YoY; up 27% on a 2 year basis due to well 
managed expenses
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Nifty PAT doubled YoY; up 40% on a 2 year basis due 
to sharp debt reduction
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Sector Key highlights

Technology 
• Growth momentum accelerates
• Broad based growth across geographies and services
• Strong deal wins, robust deal pipeline

Metals
• Strong price realization in the domestic and export 

markets
• Debt reduction continues although at slower pace

Oil & Gas
• Strong revenue growth on better pricing
• Healthy marketing margins

Cement
• Margin improvement continues
• Strong realisations
• Deleveraging effort continues

Specialty Chemicals
• Strong revenue growth continues
• Rising cost pressure due to crude oil

Consumer
• Rural demand strong, urban bouncing back fast
• Minimal disruption to supply chain
• Rising commodity prices impacts margins

Consumer Durables
• Gained market share from unorganized
• Extended summer supports AC sales
• Rising commodity prices impacts margins

BFSI
• Muted loan growth
• Asset quality pressures led by Retail
• High COVID claims in Life and Non-Life Insurance

Auto
• Both demand and supply side pressures exist
• RM cost hurts margins 
• Semiconductor shortage an overhang

Capital Goods

• Robust execution on a small base
• Commodity prices, negative operating leverage 

impacts EBITDA
• Order inflows moderate

Telecom
• Marginal revenue growth
• Muted ARPUs
• High capex intensity

Healthcare
• Sales decline in US generics
• New launches muted
• Flat API sales growth



BSE CIRCULAR: A WINNOWING FORK TO 
SEPARATE THE STOCK WHEAT FROM THE 
CHAFF
In our July newsletter, we had mentioned about the BSE circular that led to panic selling of small cap 
and midcap shares. This time around, we would be elaborating on the impact of this circular. 

A follow-up clarification by BSE on 11th August surveillance measures finally calmed investors nerves. 
The exchange said its new surveillance rules will be restricted to certain stocks and circular will be 
effective from 23 August. Then on, since Aug 23 until 15th Sept, there has been some recovery of 
~11-12% in Midcap/Small cap 

Small and midcaps have been in the limelight since 
2020, amidst reasonable valuations, better growth 
prospects as well as recovery seen in the economy, 
supported by earnings growth, which only fuelled the 
momentum in 2021. Since March last year, BSE Midcap 
and BSE Smallcap indices have jumped 134% and 192% 
respectively, outpacing 110% gains in Sensex and 114% 
in Nifty. 
Rewinding back to 9th August when BSE introduced 
a new surveillance measure- an add-on price band framework to curb excessive price movement. 
Following the release of the circular, trading in 521 mid and small-cap stocks was frozen after there 
were only sellers in these stocks.
BSE already had circuit filters (upper or lower circuits) in place for all stocks which would be in the 
range of 5% to 20%. This is one of the surveillance measures already implemented. However, BSE 
new rule / circular released states that another circuit (add-on price band) would be applicable to a 
larger period. This limit would be based on current circuit limit categorized into weekly, monthly 
and quarterly. 

Small and midcaps came under pressure in August after 
outperforming the benchmark indices

Change in return from 6th August on NIFTY/SENSEX
Timeline Date Nifty Change Sensex Change

Before Circular 6th Aug 16,238 54,277

BSE Circular Issued 9th Aug 16,258 0.1% 54,402 0.2%
Clarification on Circular 11th Aug 16,282 0.1% 54,525 0.2%

Circular effective 23rd Aug 16,496 1.3% 55,556 1.9%
Today 15th Sept 17,519 6.2% 58,723 5.7%

Change in return from 6th August on BSE Midcap/Small Cap Index

Timeline Date
BSE 

Midcap
Change

BSE Small 
Cap

Change

Before Circular 6th Aug 23,204 26,805

BSE Circular Issued 9th Aug 22,956 -1.1% 26,611 -0.7%
Clarification on Circular 11th Aug 22,710 -1.1% 25,849 -2.9%

Circular effective 23rd Aug 22,679 -0.1% 25,358 -1.9%
Today 15th Sept 25,216 11.0% 28,284 12.0%



New rules imposed on securities which meet all the below set criteria

Following the circular release, out of 31 small cap stocks identified by BSE, below 17 
stocks were impacted and declined between 12-64% from 6th August. 

The add-on price bands will be in addition to the applicable daily price bands of securities

Currently there are 31 list of BSE stocks identified to be part of the new surveillance measure. BSE 
can add or remove stocks from this list based on certain guidelines. If one is investing in other mid 
cap or small cap stocks, especially penny stocks, there are chances that such stocks can come under 
BSE new rule surveillance measures. Hence some level of cautiousness needs to be adopted by 
investors.
Since the circular is specific to BSE listed stocks only and NSE has clarified that there is no such plan 
to implement for the stocks listed on their stock exchange as of now, it means the larger impact will 
be on penny stocks as they are exclusively listed on BSE. 

Once this add-on price band circuit is 
reached, there would not be any further 
trades beyond this price which means that  
money would be stuck as there are no 
buyers even if one want to sell at lower 
price. 

Sr No Company Name
Change in return from 6th 
August till date (%)

Market Cap (INR Cr)

1 Gita Renewable Energy Ltd. -64.21 38.3
2 Pan Electronics (India) Ltd. -63.93 11.8
3 SIEL Financial Services Ltd. -51.36 14.2
4 IEL Ltd. -46.16 8.5
5 S&T Corporation Ltd. -36.44 18.7
6 One Global Service Provider Ltd. -36.13 11.6
7 Sarthak Industries Ltd. -34.91 55.5
8 Pacheli Industrial Finance Ltd. -33.05 3.5
9 Garware Synthetics Ltd. -31.86 7.0
10 Hazoor Multi Projects Ltd. -28.32 18.4
11 Ashiana Agro Industries Ltd. -22.08 5.4
12 Pooja Entertainment & Films Ltd. -20.33 107.7
13 Shri Bajrang Alliance Ltd. -19.57 235.3
14 LWS Knitwear Ltd. -17.80 4.9
15 Master Trust Ltd. -17.42 210.9
16 Anjani Foods Ltd. -15.02 117.8
17 Jaykay Enterprises Ltd. -11.79 279.6

Belonging to 
groups such 
as X,XT, Z, ZP, 

ZY and Y

Apply to 
securities 

priced at Rs. 
10 and above

Market 
Capitalization 
less than Rs. 

1,000 Cr

Exclusively 
traded on 

BSE
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BSE Circular impact on BSE Top ~3400 companies

Market Cap basis segregation

Sector base segregation

In order to understand the impact of the BSE 
circular, we undertook an analysis on Top BSE 
3400 companies. The change in return was calcu-
lated from 6th August which was just before the 
circular was out compared to now (15th Sept).
During this period, while just a handful of stocks 
~6% grew above 10%, majority of the count i.e. 
~50% grew between 10% to -10%. 
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WHAT CAUGHT OUR ATTENTION THIS 
MONTH!

India's Foreign Exchange Reserves Rise By $16.663 
Billion To All-Time High Of $633.558 Billion

The big gain was primarily led by the increase in India's 
Special Drawing Rights (SDR) holdings. 

The fresh SDR allocation to the Reserve Bank of India 
(RBI) follows the recent G-20 decision to increase IMF’s 
lending capacity by $650 billion to fight the economic 
fallout of Covid-19.

Big gets bigger as                    acquires  

HDFC Life announced it was acquiring a 100% stake in 
Exide Industries-promoted Exide Life Insurance for Rs 
6,687 crore

The most imperative motive was to have access to 
Exide’s agency channel (35% growth in HDFC’s 
agency base) which otherwise would have taken 2 
years to build organically. 

HDFC Life which is already the biggest private life 
insurance player with market share of 22% will get 
bigger as strategic benefits play out over next couple 
of years.

Automobile registrations jump 14.5% YoY in August but 
supply crunch due to semi conductor shortage impacts 
MoM growth

While until last year demand was a challenge, supply is 
becoming a bigger problem currently due to shortage of 
semiconductors, even though there is high demand for 
passenger vehicles. 

Supply crunch is emerging as a big concern for the automotive 
industry, as it can impact sales in the festive season

Sebi has introduced an optional T+1 settlement cycle for the 
markets 

On optional basis means that, the stock exchanges to decide 
whether they want to opt for the shorter settlement cycle for any 
of the listed scrips

There exist a bit of uncertainty and confusion considering that if 
one exchange opts for T+1 and the other for T+2, how will 
settlements happen. 

The provisions of the circular come into effect from January 1, 
2022.



Retail inflation based on Consumer Price Index 
(Combined) eased to a four-month low of 5.3 per cent in 
August 

The easing was due to moderation in food prices along with a 
high base effect. 

Supply-side improvements aided a lower core inflation print 
while lower cereals and poultry prices helped ease food 
inflation to 3.11 per cent in August from 3.96 per cent in the 
previous month.

Economists said the RBI will maintain its pause mode for this 
fiscal though it may revise down its inflation forecast..

Exports rise 45% to $33 bn in August; trade deficit at 
four-month high

Mainly driven by healthy growth in sectors such as 
engineering, petroleum products, gems and jewellery 
and chemicals

With this, India will gallop towards USD 400 billion 
merchandise export target for the current financial year

The trade deficit in August 2021 was $13.87 billion, 
compared to $8.2 billion in the year-ago period.

Ford Motor to close manufacturing plants in India after $2 
billion loss after 25 years of operation

Ford will wind down the manufacturing of vehicle for exports in 
Sanand, Gujarat by the Q42021 and vehicle and engine 
manufacturing in Chennai by the Q22022

As of July, Ford was operating at just around 20% of the installed 
capacity of 450,000 units that it has across both the plants

Ford sells five models in India – Figo, Aspire, Freestyle, EcoSport, 
Endeavour – in the price band of Rs 7.75 to Rs 33.81 lakh.

Centre approves Rs 26,000 crore PLI scheme for 
automotive, drone industries

The PLI scheme will incentivize the emergence of 
advanced automotive technologies' global supply chain in 
India

Union Minister, Anurag Thakur said that It  is estimated that 
over a period of five years, the PLI scheme for the 
automobile and auto components industry will lead to 
fresh investment of over Rs 42,500 crore

Furthermore, there will be incremental production of over 
Rs 2.3 lakh crore and will create additional employment 
opportunities of over 7.5 lakh jobs



Big Telecom Reform: 100% FDI Through Automatic Route Cleared By 
Cabinet 

Till date, up to 49% investment was allowed through the automatic route 
and any investment beyond 49% had to be routed through the 
government.

The Cabinet also announced a four-year moratorium on the pending AGR 
dues of the telecom operators, a move that will provide much-needed 
relief to the likes of Vodafone Idea and Airtel.

Moreover, the centre has rationalised AGRs as that was an area of 
contention between telecom companies and the telecom department and 
a major cause for stress in the telecom sector

Zomato cofounder Gaurav Gupta, a key executive 
in the run-up to the food delivery company’s 
landmark initial public offering (IPO), has resigned 
to start a new chapter 

He had joined Zomato in 2015 and was elevated as 
Chief Operating Officer in 2018 and as founder in 
2019.

Gupta's exit comes days after Zomato shut down its 
grocery delivery and Nutraceutical business

The company said it believes that its investment in 
Grofers will generate better outcomes for its 
shareholders than in-house grocery efforts.

Aluminium prices hit highest since 2008 on supply fears

Aluminium prices hit their highest in more than 10 years on as 
smelters in top producer China faced tougher power controls, 
stoking supply worries for the energy-intensive metal.

The most-traded October aluminium contract on the Shanghai 
Futures Exchange rose as much as 5.1% to 23,770 yuan 
($3,683.27) a tonne, the highest level since March 2008.

Three-month aluminium on the London Metal Exchange (LME) 
hit its highest since July 2008 at $3,000 a tonne.

India, UK aim to launch FTA negotiations by November 1

The proposed FTA between will unlock extra ordinary business 
opportunities and generate job

The interim trade pact would involve early tariff or market access 
concessions on certain key ‘high priority products and services

In a free trade agreement, two or more trading partners significantly 
reduce or eliminate customs duties on the maximum number of 
goods traded between them besides liberalising norms to promote 
trade in services and investments
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